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Using an irreverent love of painting and an absurdly oedipal desire to destroy it, 
this class looks at ways to create fantastical, hybridized, bastardized offspring 
“paintings” in the expanded field.  We will connect painterly gestures with non-
traditional surfaces such as modular, flat-pack, and portable sculptural form, 
found objects, architectural space, virtual space, video projection, performative 
action, and the body. Class presentations and discussions will take place in 
parallel with making to provide historical context, connections to the traditions 
of painting, and practical solutions. Color tests, material sourcing field trips, 
video projection/performance tests, and site-specific installations will be 
components of this class.  A willingness to experiment, invent, imagine, and fail 
is required.  
 



 
 
“[Most students] …. have a sense of what mode they use to act in the world, whether it be 
intellectual, physical, emotional, spiritual, or some combination. They know their own sense of 
movement in the world which ranges from slow and cautious to energetic and swift. However, 
they have often not thought through how they need to make a process that incorporates these 
personal qualities, a process that allows them to explore new ideas, a process that becomes part 
of the image they make. ….  It becomes important …. that they find a way of developing this 
process which is appropriate to them, a process that allows new information to be added to 
their work and allows the results to be evaluated.” Philip Hanson, PTDW faculty, Multi level 
syllabus  

 
What is painting anyway? In the most basic structural sense it is a skin, stretched taut over a 

skeletal frame, that is layered, lathered, splattered, spat on, caked, cut, dripped, dipped, 

daubed, dragged, scraped, scratched, stitched, gouged, glazed, mopped, rubbed, scrubbed, 

beaten, feathered, cross-hatched, taped, squeegee’d, blended, and caressed with a variety of 

viscous liquids that once dry hold that complex burst of activity in stasis, mapped and 

embedded on a surface in perpetuity. In a more conceptual sense it is a site for the artists’ voice: 

for desire, passion, activism, poetry, and existential thought to alchemically transform and speak 

volumes through narrative, image, language, symbol, figure, abstraction, pattern, method, 

mathematics, expression, gesture, humor, absurdity, or any combination thereof. But, what if any 

one of these components or actions are applied to another material, process, surface, form, 

space, time, context, etc? How can the component parts of painting be moved and activated in 

alternate ways? How can the existence of painting, and our deeply serious engagement with it, 

emanate out into popular culture, activate our daily lives, activate our social sphere, our 

community, our city, our complexity, our culture, our family, etc? Or alternately how can those 

elements of our existence transform and interrupt, bleed into and infiltrate the solutions for our 

artistic practice in general or our assumptions about painting specifically? Can this hybridity and 

complexity be harnessed? Smashed together? Exploded? Or set free? The projects below ask 

you to consider this trajectory of thought in your own artistic practice. 

 

Course Requirements and Goals: 

WELCOME to OXBOW!! This class is designed to help you explore, experiment, 
and test your interests in the expanded field of painting. We will work together 
to examine possible conceptual and material directions and expand on time-
based processes in your work. You will work independently to start to build a 
body of work and a line of questioning around your concerns.  You are expected 
to be ambitious in your work, research your ideas and any suggestions given in 
class, and take risks. There are two critiques planned during the session. It is 
essential that you do not miss these. 
 



Together we will develop and agree on specific course objectives for the 
session. These course objectives will be tailored to fit your interests however you 
must complete these objectives using the loose project framework given below. 
 

It is important that you come to Oxbow with the materials you’ll need to work 
each day already purchased. Please see supply list attached. You will also be 
asked to present your past work to the class (ten jpegs) at the beginning of the 
session. Please gather these images on your laptop, thumb drive or CD prior to 
your arrival at Oxbow.  

  

Work Requirements:  
- produce a body of work by the end of the session 
- present your past work to the class (10 jpegs presented on day 2) 
- attend all evening lectures 
- participate fully in critique 
- research two contemporary artists whose work engages your own 

 

Attendance: 
Attendance is mandatory to receive credit for this session – this includes 
Saturday and Sunday in the middle of the session. If you are absent more than 
three times, you will not receive credit for the course. Repeated lateness will 
count towards an absence, as will leaving before the end of class. If you know 
you are going to be absent, please let us know. In addition, there are lectures 
held every evening by visiting artists and faculty at Oxbow. Please make every 
effort to attend. 
 

Sketchbook/Journal: 
As part of class you will keep a journal and/or sketchbook. This is meant to be a 
tool for the collection of your interests, ideas, thoughts etc and therefore should 
utilize a form that most fits those interests (i.e. drawings, lists, notes, collected 
images, observations, magazine cut outs, or collections of things, objects, 
measurements, plans, etc.) We will communicate using this sketchbook as it is 
easier for us to see your thoughts on paper. However this will not be an object 
that is critiqued. 
 

Demos/Image presentations: 
We will schedule a selection of demos and image presentations over the two-
week session as a way to expand and interrupt ideas and give options of 
working methods to everyone. As the session progresses we will suggest 
specific artists whose work pertains to your individual projects and interests. 
 

 
 



Materials: 
Again - it is important that you come to Oxbow with the materials you’ll need to 
work each day.  Obviously, this expanded field of painting class does not require 
that you work with the traditional materials of painting, in fact we actively 
discourage it. Therefore, you may work with most water-based and oil-based 
materials and on most surfaces. You may also work with more traditional 
materials like acrylic, oil, watercolor, water-based house paints, alkyd enamels, in 
addition to other non-traditional painting materials. PLEASE SEE MATERIALS 
LIST AND ASK about non-traditional materials before use. 
 

Critique: 
Again, your participation in critique is vital. Each of you will be asked to talk 
about what you observe in the work of your peers without questioning them. 
Everyone will be asked to comment and each artist will be allowed to respond to 
the comments about their own work at the end of their critique.  
 
PROJECTS: 

  

 
Jacolby Satterwhite    Pia Camil             Jessica Jackson Hutchins 



  

 
Karla Black     Sam Gilliam    Kerstin Bratsch 
 

 
ONE: HANG/DRAPE/DROP/PACK/FOLD/FLOP/SHOVE/SPREAD/COAT 
Off the Stretcher/Painted Objects – free floating surface skins + objects   
So, following the “What is painting anyway?” line of reasoning above, this first 
project asks you to consider the most basic structural shift away from the 
stretcher and onto free-floating surfaces, skins, or objects. These surfaces can be 
constructed of a variety of materials: hard or soft, pliable or non, heavy or light, 
porous or non, translucent or opaque, stitched, nailed, taped, grometted 
together, etc, or some combination thereof. They can be modular, fold or pack 
flat, be draped, hang from, drape onto, drop on the floor etc. Consider how 
color, texture, surface, transparency, weight, line, edge, and relationships to 
outside/inside, positive/negative, static/active, front/back, function/context, and 
alternate compositional strategies affect the content of your free form 
‘paintings’. How does a textured or glossy, gunky or smooth surface change the 



formal, emotional, psychological content of a ‘painting’? How does an individual 
mark, viscous material, color (whether liquid or dry powder), or stain react on a 
voluminous object or in space itself with no particular surface on which to land? 
Consider hue, tone, tint: how does a limited color palette change the emotional, 
psychological tone of a ‘painting’ particularly in relationship to the surface 
material, context, or ground being used? How does a viewers’ physical 
relationship to a painting change when the work is miniature or gigantic, digital 
or physical? How does that affect their response? Consider how actions 
(naturally occurring or mechanically driven) upon the surface over time may 
complicate the color, texture, and content of the work and alter its’ character.  
 

Artists: Helio Oiticica, Lygia Clark, Sam Gilliam, Linda Benglis, Robert Rauschenberg, Cauleen 
Smith, Kerstin Bråtsch, David Hammons, Sarah Cain, Anna Betbeze, Karla Black, Zoe Nelson, 
Alexis Teplin, Robert Chase Heishman and Megan Schvaneveldt Frank, Jessica Stockholder, Lisa 
Vinebaum, Katie Bell, Debo Eilers, Billy McGuiness, Pia Camil, Jessica Warboys, Ebony G. 
Patterson, Thornton Dial, Trenton Doyle Hancock, Lisa Milroy, Leigh Bowery, Rebecca Horn, Ann 
Hamilton, Angel Otero, Katharina Grosse, Margie Livingston, Linda Benglis, Nancy Shaver, 
Tamara Zahayevich, Nikki de St.Phalle, Sarah Barker, Sarah Cain, Folkert de Jong, David 
Altmejd, Jeremy Gobe, Phyllida Barlow, Peter Halley, Amanda Ross-Ho, Roger Hiorns, Rudolph 
Stingel, Keith Haring, Sarah and Joseph Belknap, Jessica Jackson Hutchins, Ebony G Patterson. 
 
Schedule: 
Day 1 - Sunday 
Intro class. Assign studio spaces, drawing exercises 
Homework: gather ten images of past work to show us tomorrow  
 

Day 2 - Monday 
Student Presentations – 10 jpegs each of past work 
Studio time: set up and begin work  
 

Day 3 - Tuesday 
Studio time 
 

Day 4 – Wednesday 
Morning slide lecture  
Studio time 
 

Day 5 – Thursday 
Studio time 
 

Day 6 – Friday 
Studio time 
 

Day 7 – Saturday 
Mid Critique 



 
Cheryl Donegan   Brian Bress     Mickalene Thomas               Wafaa Bilal 

 
TWO: PUKE/POOP/DRIBBLE/GLUG/DUNK/QUIVER/DUMP/PUMP/BLOAT 

Liquid Actions/Painted Fragments – hybrid interactions with time + space 
This second project extends the “What is painting anyway?” thinking and asks 
you to consider how the act of painting and painterly gesture can be translated 
into the realm of performance activity, action painting, or time-based 
considerations of paint as an active liquid material and metaphor for the body in 
time and space. As mentioned in the “what is painting anyway” prompt - how 
can painting emanate out into popular culture, activate our daily lives, activate 
our social sphere, our community, our city, our complexity, our culture, our 
family, etc? Or alternately how can those elements of our existence transform 
and interrupt, bleed into and infiltrate the solutions for our artistic practice in 
general or our assumptions about painting specifically (Wafaa Bilal, Cauleen 
Smith)? Is there a mode of paint application that is defined by a daily activity 
(Jessica Warboys, Janine Antoni)? Can you question and explore the tools used 
to move paint around and exert the body as a tool in time and space? Can you 
use other liquids as a metaphor for paint that are dripped, poured, puked, 
pooped, stained onto the body (Spencer Tunick, Cheryl Donegan, Claire 



Arctander, Lee Wen.) Or is it that the paint can be used to stealthily camouflage 
the body into a scene, subverting the image, surprising or playing with the 
viewer (Lorna Simpson, Liu Bolin, Boo Ritson). How can fragments of a whole 
object, image, word, or thought, gather and/or disperse within space itself? Can 
space and/or the earth become the ground of the ‘canvas’? Is it external or 
internal space? Is it architectural, bodily, virtual, or conceptual space? How can 
scale, spacial relationships, light, noise, population, community, usage, context, 
etc. affect the content of your work? How can modularity or a light touch be 
used as a practical solution to filling space? Is there a way to equate sound or 
light with a physically painted gesture, mathematical mark, or lyrical line? And 
can multiple layers of media, object, surface, light and sound, coexist within one 
installation?  
 

Artists: Janine Antoni, Sondra Perry, Robert Chase Heishman and Megan Schvaneveldt Frank, 
Natasha Kidd, Chen Zhen, Patrick Hill, Amy Yoes, Jason Rhoades, Filippo Minelli, Abraham 
Cruzvillegas, Paola Cabal, Kate Hawkins, Assume Vivid Astro Focus, Ben Jones, Paper Rad, 
Jacolby Satterwhite, Alison Schulnik, Rachel Rose, Rob Leech, Sumakshi Singh. Maryam Taghavi, 
Harry Smith, Jeff Huckleberry, Leigh Bowery, Carolee Schneeman, Allan Kaprow, Yoko Ono, 
Wafaa Bilal, Yael Davids, Lisa Vinebaum, Liu Bolin, Lee Wen, Janine Antoni, Cauleen Smith, 
Cheryl Donegan, Vincent Tiley, Kate Gilmore, Ryan Trecartin, Brian Bress, Paul McCarthy, Joseph 
Beuys, John Wood/Paul Harrison, Anne Hamilton, Adad Hannah, Zhiyuan Zang, La Ribot, Claire 
Arctander, Mickalene Thomas, Spencer Tunick, Omar Victor Diop, Jessica Warboys, Kayla Cook, 
Jaclyn Mednicov. 
 
Schedule: 
Day 8 – Sunday 
Studio time 
 

Day 9 – Monday 
Studio time 
 

Day 10 – Tuesday 
Afternoon slide lecture / Studio time 
 

Day 11 – Wednesday 
Studio time 
 

Day 12 – Thursday 
Studio time 
 

Day 13 – Friday 
Final Critique / Open studio night 
 

Day 14 – Saturday 
Pack up and leave 


